I. Business
   a. thank you notes
   b. newsletter
      1. some are in charge
   c. archives of the State of Florida
   D. Organizing room of conference
      a. separate from legislative budget
      b. seven chapters then Margaret
      c. input from the chapters

II. Did not just happen
   a. Orlando, Orlando, Orlando, Clearwater, Sarasota
   b. cost money, time, effort
   a. We worked hard
   d. how we fought to get the states
   e. Etti's telephone pledge
   f. We desired from a thought to a
dream to a reality

II. We have created a machine
   a. a machine that will elect
      city politicians
   b. legislators
   c. a governor
   d. a machine that will pass the ERA
From the Parade

1. To pass the ERA
2. To strengthen the Organization
3. We have trained ourselves to change the total political structure of Florida and the United States
4. Our real organization sees us as the future
5. The State of Florida sees us as its future

We had a parade. A parade that no body raised in. The parade was a visible symbol of our power. The Power of the State of Florida National Organization for Women. A symbol of the invisible symbol of the power of women.